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The need for individualized instruction is a con-
tinual challenge to educators today. This stems from
recognition of each child as a unique human being with
special needs and special talents. Concerned teachers are
constantly seeking appropriate methods and materials to meet
these needs and to insure that each child will develop to
his full potential. This is especially true for the
learning disabled child. Programs for children with
learning disabilities must be concerned not only with ,the
child's psycholinguistic and/or academic strengths and
deficits, but also with the child's social and emotional
development.
For the child who has experi.enced failure in the
majority of his academic encounters, innova~ive approaches
and methods must be utilized to develop both his psychologi-
cal and acadeuic growth. One such approach which shows
promise for meeting the special needs of the learning dis-
abled child is expres~ion through creative movement.
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Creative movement can be applied to several areas in
the curriculum. First, it may be included to provide
experiences which have a positive effect on the child's
self-concept. For the learning disabled child, school is
often a difficult experience with frustrations and failure.
Creative movement requires only that the child be himself
and express his personal ideas. Creative movement provides
an activity at which he cannot fail.
Second, creative movement may be used to teach more
efficiently and to develop concept formation in academic
areas. Movement is a form of expression and can be of
value to the teacher of the learning disabled chi1d when
working in such areas as language skills, verbal e~pression,
or motor coordination.
Third, test results may indicate a disability in the
area of manual expression. For such children, creative
movement may be directed toward the development of this
particular skill area.
The purpose of this paper was to answer the re-
searcher's questions related to creative movement. These
included:
1) Can creative movement be justified as a useful
tool in tIle curriculum for children with learning
disabilities?
2) Vlhat 'research has been done regarding the use of
creative movement in the classroom?
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3) Ho\v can creative movement be used to develop
various curriculum areas?
4) "fuat are some possible suggestions or creative
movement activities that can be applied by the
teacher of children with learning disabilities?
This purpose was achieved through reading books,
portions of books, and research articles selected in ac-
cordance with the preceding questions. Research materials
were reviewed and summarized, and the writer was able to
draw resulting conclusions.
Limitations
Research was limited to material published since
1956. The literature reviewed dealt with children of
elementary school age, some of whom were learning disabled.
Definition of Terms
Each of the following definitions were developed from
a variety of sources and these terms were selected by the
writer to convey the following meanings.
Imagination--An act of forming mental images of that
which is not actually present to the senses. It is the
ability to see the unseen.
Creative imagination--The ability to fo~ unique and
original mental images. Previous knowledge may be recalled
and adapted or combined with other images to produce new
~ages or ideas.
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Creative movement--Any form of motor expression
resulting from an idea formed through the individual's
creative imagination. Emphasis is placed not so much on
the end movements, but rather on the processes involved in
creating these movements.
Summary
In this chapter the writer's purpose was stated.
This included four questions developed for research related
to creative movement and the learning disabled child. The
writer's l~itations and definitions of necessary terms were
also given.
CHAPTER II
THE VALUES OF CREATIVE ~10VE~IENT
}Iotor and Perceptual Learning
The experiences a child encounters before entering
school are culturally determined. Early learnings reflect
the social patterns, customs, and cultural milieu of his
society.
Godfrey and Kephart describe this preschool learning
as a hierarchy of activities:
A certain body of activities is presented in a certain
order. Rough age levels have been established within
,~~ich it is felt the child is ready for a particular type
of learning situation. We recognize that certain activities
require previous learning of more basic skills. l
This hierarchy is reflected in todayts educational toys,
each noting the age level for which it is applicable as a
learning tool.
Godfrey and Kephart state that school curriculum is
like\V'ise culturally determined and hierarchical. "TI'le
activities are rigidly structured, the order of presentation
1 Barbara Godfrey and Newell Kephart, Movement Pat-
terns and I-totor E(lucation (New York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts, 1969), p. 4.
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1is carefully planned." This school curriculum is
designed to favor the 'average' child. It assumes that
the -child has acquired a certain number of preschool skills
and attitudes which are impor"tant as ~derlying skills,
necessary for the activities presented in school. These
are often termed readiness skills.
A large proportion of the learning involved in the
development of readiness skills is motor learning. "An
infant's first learnings are motor learnings. Later" more
complex learnings" such as perception and concept forma-
tion, depend on and utilize these basic motor learnings_,,2
These motor learnings which contribute to the
child's exploration of his environment are of the greatest
significance for education. The child learns through move-
ment through space and the manipulation of objects.
Godfrey and Kephart present a heirarchy of motor
learnings acquired during the early childhood years. They
explain four stages of development. During the first stage
the child gains knowledge of his relationship to gravity
through his maintenance of balance and posture. This is
followed by the locomotion period in which the child 1earns
to move his body through space. Activities include
crawling, walking, running, jumping, etc. During the third
II'" · dOJ.. ••
~2Ibid, P _ 7.
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stage the child learns through contact and manipulation of
objects. Activities are related to three phases of contact:
reach, grasp, and release. The final period discussed by
the authors was termed the stage of receipt and propulsion.
Here, the child investigates the movement of objects in
space. Knowledge is gained through participation in
activities in \vhich the child makes contact with a moving
object or produces movement on an object.
Concomitant with motor learning is a parallel
process of perceptual learning. Godfrey and Kephart
e.xplain, 11~1eaning is given to perceptual patterns through a
comparison of their data with meaningful motor data which
the child has already begun to build."1 It is through such
perceptual motor matching that the child learns to inter-
pret perceptual information. Through such matching, the
perceptual world and the motor world become one.
Not all children follow these stages of development
at the normal pace. Some children enter school with an
incomplete set of basic motor experiences. The authors
attribute this to three possible etiologies: tithe organism
may not be intact anatomically, or physiologically, the
organism may not be intact emotionally, the organism may be
experientially incomp1ete. 1l2
1 Ibid., p. 16.
2Ibid• , I p. 12.
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Once in school such children may exhibit, in varying
degrees, one or ffiore of the follo\ving beI1.aviors: "poor in
l~eading sl(ills, writes poorly, cannot differentiate the
trivial from the important, poor study habits, limited
attention span, considers himself an academic failure."l
These children will require learning experiences
designed specifically for them. }Iaterial will need to be
presented in a form from which they can obtain information
in spite of their particular difficulty.
Social, Emotional and Spiritual Needs
Before zeroing in on these more specific needs of the
exceptional child and offering one possible solution toward
meeting these needs, the research will review the more
general social, emotional, and spiritual needs of all chil-
dren as discussed by Siks.
tlEvery child needs the feeling that he belongs; that
he is one of a group; that he is liked for being himself.,,2
There are times when the child needs to be the center of
attention to help satisfy these needs. He needs to be
frequently reassured that he has contributed or helped.
Emotionally, every child has feelings. He needs to
!<:nO\i that all feelings are natural, but he needs to learn
lLillian C. Howitt, Creative TechinQues for Teaching
the SI0l'; Learner (Ne,v York: Teachers Practical Press, Inc.,
1964), p. 6.
2Geraldine Brain Siks, Creative Dramatics: An Art
for Children (New York: Harper and Row, 1958), p. 4.
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to channel l1is feelings in acceptable ways. lIe needs help
in learning how to release and control his feelings. All
children need to experience the feeling of success.
Siks describes each child as a unique human being
,':itll an individual identity: a quality of distinction.
The child 1 s spiritual needs can be met through the develop-
ment of his creative spirit. He needs help in exercising and
developing it. Often a child's spirit is hidden away; he
will need help a~ousing and discovering it so it can grow.
Traditionally, children have been encouraged and have
received rewards for learning that which has already been
determined, remembering that which is already known, and
conserving existing knowledge. Acquisition and retention
of this basic knowledge is a necessary learning function.
However, this is not the place to stop if intellectual
potential is to be developed to the fullest. ttChildren
should '. be encouraged and given the opportunity to explore
the undete~ined, revise that which is known, and create
"...hat might be. 111
Steliig points to another are'a of educational needs.
He staJces that:
Linguists have long pointed out the primacy of oral
language, i.e., tIle importance of speech. As adults,
we use whatever oral proficiency we have developed. In
most school classrooms basic materials of language arts
programs include hanilivriting, spelling, and English.
They lack materials \~hich specifically relate to the oral
lRobert F. Eberle, Scamper (Buffalo: D. O. K.Pub-
lishers, Inc., 1971), p. 3.
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arts--listening and speaking. 'fuile most children
do get some experiences in oral language in the primary
grades (e.g., SI10W and tell) it is rather limited and
are almost never a part of the on-going language arts
prog-ram. 1
One possible solution directed toward meeting
these needs is to include a creative movement program as
part of the classroom curriculum. Creative movement allows
an opportunity for creativity, self-discovery, and self-
direction. It offers valuable experiences to enhance a
child's personal and creative gro\~h as well as contri-
buting to his academic development. Through a creative
movement program a child can do childish things in an
atmosphere where he need not feel guilty of enjoying hLm-
self. Creative movement is an activity which capitalizes
upon the natural imaginations of children.
Creative play is possibly the most common childhood
activity. "fuether it is Cowboys and Indians or playing
house, children love to pretend and imag1ne. Creative
movement cultivates this and offers interesting stimulation
for children to exercise their creativity.
Siks lists several developmental values found in
creative movement as most evident in contributing to the
childls growth and personality development. The first value
is the development of confidence and creative expression.
Creative movement provides an opportunity to develop
1. I
John '1. StewiG, Spontaneous Drama: A Language Art
(Col~~bus: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1973), pp.
3-4.
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confidence and to use creative powers. Individuality is
constantly recognized and encouraged.
Secondly, creative movement experiences lead toward
growth in social attitudes and relationships. Activities
require teamwork and cooperation. It gives every child an
opportun1ty to feel important.
Next, emotional stability is developed. Through
creative movement experiences, children are guided to
recognize and control their emotions, to stir and release
their inner feelings.
Creative movement promotes independent thinking.
Exercises encourage individuality and creative thinking.
Children are continuously praised for their inventive ideas.
The goals and purposes of creative movement do not involve
products, or what is actually done by the children, but are
concerned with the thought processes used to create the
movements.
Finally, creative movement helps satisfy the physical
needs of young children. The young child is active. He needs
opportunities to bring his entire self into action. Creative
movement experiences serve as a channel to release some of
this physical energy. The young child also needs a frequent
change of physical position. He needs active moments as well
as quiet ones.
Needs of the "Exceptional Child,
Besides helping to meet the needs of the normal child,
creative movement experiences can be applied toward meeting
the special needs of the exceptional child.
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Godfrey and Kephart define the exceptional child as
"any child who deviates sufficiently from the accepted
norm to require special provision in the educational sys-
1
tem. tt The exceptional child often experiences failure,
discouragement and frustration in his daily activities. He
competes in a society which places strong emphasis upon
academic performance and success, yet he must face these
challenges, knowing he lacks many of the skills necessary
for achievement.
Special classes and assistance have provided a
positive learning environment. However, academic accom-
plishment is only one part of a total program in special
education.
ttThe exceptional child needs to experience success
in his physic2l surroundings. He frequently suffers from
inadequate spatial awareness, lack of body image, and
limited coordination. n2 Throughout the day he is constantly
confronted witll these physical inadequacies and is unable
to compete with his peers.
Many physical education programs have attempted to
remedy the situation through specialized training,
1 Godfrey and I<:ephart, ~lovement Patterns and ?·1otor
Education, p. 1.
2Sharen ~'Ietz Kol<:aska, Creative ~lovement for Special
Education (Belmont: Fearon Publishers, 1974), p. 1.
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particularly in the perceptual-motor area. The fields of
movement exploration and problem-solving also offer the
child a means of improving motor skills without competition
or fear of failure. However, the element of creativity is
missing.
Creative movement also offers the exceptional child
an opportunity to explore space, improve body image, and
gain coordination in a relaxed atmosphere. However,
creative movement experiences stress movement as a form of
self-expression. "Creative movement should be included in
every special education program. 1I1
Another purpose of creative movement which is of
special importance to the learning-disabled child is
increasing the child's communication skills. Since many
of these children have speech and language related dis-
abilities, the creative movement experiences can be geared
toward remediating these specific deficits. This approach
is accommodating to the child because his body, not his
language is the spokesman.
A final objective of creative movement especially
significant for the learning disabled child is to free h~
of his fear of failure and to rekindle a positive self-image.
Every child who designs movement on his own can experience
success. There are no right or wrong answers. These
successful experiences can instill a pride in oneself and
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build up a sense of accomplisliment. ,·tithin a successful,
secure envirolli~ent the exceptional child is able to free
his imagination to become a part of nature, animate beings,
or fantasy characters.
Educational Purposes
Besides developmental values, creative movement
satisfies educational purposes.
Creative movement is not a frill, or a minor part of
physical education, or music, or an extracurricular
activity. Awareness of childrents need for action,
desire for expression, and urge to create necessitate
thinking of creative movement as an integral part of the
curriculum.!
Helping children to develop as creative individuals and
helping them to live together cooperatively are main con-
cerns of education. School programs which are meaningful to
children place emphasis upon their development, rather than
on just skills and subject matter.
One educational purpose of creative movement directed
toward all children is to reinforce learning concepts. This
is similar to 'learning by doing. 1
'~!en a student acts upon a theme it becomes personally
significant to 11.im. l'lle information he gains from the
experience is incorporated into his memory for future
use. Recall is easier if a child has actually partici-
pated in an exercise. Hol~days, historical events,
famous people, changes in nature, etc., can become more
meaningful. 2
lGladys Andrews, Creative Rhlthmic Movement for Chil-
. dreI1 (Engle"Jood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956), p. 31.
2Kokaska, Creative Movement for Special Education, p.
3.
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Creative movement requires an integrated level of
thinking. The child creates through experimenting, trial
and error, and constructing. Creative movement exercises
demand more than an objective response from the child. It
is important to any school curriculum.
Of greatest importance to the teacher of learning
disabled children are the educational values of creative
movement in teaching the language arts. Children with
learning disabilities commonly experience difficulty in the
areas of reading, writing, and spelling. Besides enhancing
the acquisition of these traditional language skills,
creative movement develops skills related to oral language
and body language. "Among the areas of langauge arts
positively affected by creative movement sessions are
paralanguage (the use of stress, pitch, and juncture),
kinesics (body language), and spontaneous oral language."l
These aspects of the language arts can be very important to
the exceptional child since they frequently must rely on
oral expression and body language.
A second educational principle especially important
to a learning disabilities program is the development of
motor skills. Godfrey and Kephart e~plain two specif1c
values of a movement program. First, to develop under-
standings of voluntary movement and the ways individuals
may organize their own movements. Attention can be given
lStewig, Spontaneous Drama: A Lan~uage Art, p. 31.
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to gross ~otor development as well as to fine motor skills.
Secondly, to enrich understanding of socially approved
patterns of personal behavior.
Kokaska adds the development of perceptual skills
as a result of creative movement activities. nperceptual
awareness is a natural consequence of movement as children
1interpret and express motion in a unique, personal manner."
No,,! that the development':ll and educational values
of creative movement have been presented, the researcher
will break the term 'creative movement' into its two
components and discuss the implications of each: creativity
and movement.
Creativity
Over tIle past decade, educators and psychologists
have expressed an increasing interest in the perceptive,
imaginative, and creative abilities of children.
Creativity is a dynamic element within all children
making it possible for them to do things which they
never dreamed they could do. It is necessary for
imaginative and creative talent to be cultivated and
rewarded if a child is to develop into a healthy, men-
tally alert, and productive adult. 2
Creative potential resides in every individual,
in varying degrees. Children differ in their creative
1Kokaska, Creative Movement for Special Education, p. 1.
2Eberle, Scamper, p. 8.
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potential, just as they differ in their rate of gro~~h,
experience, and intellectual capacity. This difference
is evident as children are observed expressing themselves
through such mediums as art, music, or writing.
Unless a child's creative abilities are developed
they remain dormant and are of little use to him. Some
children whose imaginations are noticeably strong find
ways to use and develop them by themselves. However,
• • • the greatest number of children need constant
encouragement to keep alive and develop their imagina-
tive facilities. The student can be trained to use morlproductively the creative talent he innately possesses.
The ~""tent to which it can be developed n depends on the
experiences to which children are exposed, the opportunities
they are given for expression, and the encouragement they
receive in participating in activities. 2
Creative growth begins in the early childhood years.
Kneller described the stages of creative growth theorized
by Jean Piaget.
Piaget called the first two years of life the s~nsori-
motor period. During this time the child, lacking language,
can perform only motor acts, which may display some features
of intelligence but are not yet operational. The next two
years are a time of preconceptual thought. The child rea-
sons from one particular thing to another, but cannot
lSiks, Creative Dramatics: An Art for Children, pp.
58-59.
2P..ndrews, Creative Rhythmic Movement fa r Children,
p. 21.
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generalize. Intuitive thought develops during the ages
of four to seven. The child's thoughts are not yet freed
from his perceptions and remain concrete. The next stage
is "termed the period of concrete operations and develops
during the years of seven to eleven. Now the childts
reasoning takes on a logical pattern, but he is not wholly
freed from concrete data. The final period, ages eleven
to fifteen years, is one of propositional or formal opera-
tions. The child attains the capacity for reasoning. He
can draw implications and make predictions. A personls
creative power grows parallel with his body, reaching its
peak in the late teens.
Kneller points to several obstacles to creative
The main obstacles to gro\\~h of creativity seem to be
cultural rather than biological. During the preschool
years the major brake on creativity is the tendency of
our culture increasingly to shorten the period of play
and imagination, so that by the time the child has
developed intellectually to the stage at which he can
engage in sound creative thinking, he has come too 1
often to regard his imagination as an inferior facility.
The child does not abandon creativity but does so under
pressure from adults who want him to think and act realis-
tically.
In school one block to creativity may be the teacherls
decision to maintain discipline at the expense of initiative
lGeorge Kneller, The Art and Science of Creativity
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and 1iinston, Inc., 1965), p. 74.
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and spontaneity. However, according to Kneller, an even
more powerful obstacle is the pressure of peers to stress
the harmony of the group rather than the individual. The
author added a further obstacle to be an overemphasis on
s~x roles. By encouraging boys and girls to keep their own
roles their creative gro\~h is irulibited.
The correlation between intelligence and creativity
is high but not absolute. "Children with lOlv or even
average IQs tend toward low or average creativity. The
opposite, however, is not necessarily true. A high IQ
d t t t ··t 1oes no guaran ee crea J.VJ. y.l1
The self is the focal point throughout the creative
process. It is 'ihat the individual thinks, feels, sees,
and expresses in hi\v own \vay. Andrews describes the
creative process:
The creative process starts with the individual, is
directed by the experiences which he has had, and ends
in a fOrTIl of ne'\v expression. The creative process
utilizes conscious effort. The child deals ,dth both
feelings and concepts which must be 'said'2by him in
a form of expression \'l11ich is his very own.
The fundamental basis for creative expression is
found in experiences. These consist of things a child does
for the first time, in a way which is new to him. Experiences
surround children. However, they need to be selected and
II" -d 8n~ ., p. •
2Andrews, Crea.)cive Rhythmic }'Jovement for Children 3
p. 21.
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arranged according to the specific needs and stages of
development of individual children. Children need to
interpret, modify, or reassemble the experience and then
express it outwardly. This is an on-going process of growth
and development.
The need for individualized help in developing his
creative spirit is especially important for the child with
learning disabilities. His poor self-concept will tend to
suppress his creative spirit, allowing it to remain dormant
and undeveloped. Learning disabled children need a variety
of opportunities to provide for achievement and a chance to
excel. They need to develop confidence and a feeling of
self-worth. A series of successful experiences can give
the cl1ild a good feeling about himself; improvement of
self-concept may parallel creative growth.
If creative activity is suppressed or if parents and
teachers compare a child's effort with previous products,
or with those of other children, the spark may be lost
forever. Children normally aspire for perfection, but
lose interest quickly if discouraged or pressured. Teachers
nlust help the child develop feelings of worth and accomplish-
ment and avoid making harmful comparisons.-
A feeling of inadequacy may cause resentment of
adult authority, failure, lack of appreciation, and/or
~nruliness in school Or at home. Andrews described behaviors
which are commonly manifested as a result of a poor self-
cor.lcept.
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Troubled thoughts are often deep-seated and do not
readily appear on the surface. Coughing, weeping, throwing
and breaking things, withdrawing, sucking thumbs, biting
nails, and pulling and twisting hair may be outward mani-
festations of tensions, worries, jealousies, and feelings
of insecurity or rejection. l
Siks listed five ways creative growth helps improve
one's daily life. First, imagination helps an individual
transform his environment or improve his physical surroundings.
For example, building a tree house, creating a puppet show,
or painting a picture requires application of creativity
in physical ways.
Second, creativity leads to resourcefulness in
meeting unexpected situations. The child develops a per-
ceptive attitude toward solving problems or meeting
emergencies.
Next, the author stated that a creative individual
is able to communicate his ideas and opinions to others.
The child who is lacking in imagaination has few ideas to
share and generally resorts to borrowing ideas and opinions
from others.
A creative person enjoys being by himself from time
to time. He uses the time to enrich himself. "The individual
;~10 exercises his imagination in childhood usually sustains
his creativity and attitudes throughout 1ife.,,2
1 Ibid., p. 14.
2Siks , Creative Dramatics: An Art for Children,
p. 62.
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Finally, social relationships are strengthened. A
creative person uses his imagination to find ways of
brigl1tening the lives of others. Friendships develop.
!'lovement
The second element involved in creative movement
is movement itself. n~/Iovement is the child's universal
language, i.e., his most convincing form of communication
and a way of learning. 1l1
Children crave activity. They love to move. As
boys and girls vary in physical appearance, so do they vary
in their rates of maturity, levels of achievement, and
aptitudes fori learning. All these can affect the way a
child moves. As deep seated as their urge for activity is
their desire for expression. Given a chance, children will
move, write, t~lk, paint, and sing out their thoughts, feelings,
and ideas. ~~~en given this chance to express themselves
through creative movement experiences, children are fulfilling
two fundamental and urgent needs of chililliood--to move and
to express.
Movement fundamentals are the same for all children. By
understanding movement fundamentals, and helping children
to develop tIle body as an ,instrument of expression, ,v-e are
encouraging boys and girls to be creative, express con-
cepts, and solve problems. We are also bringing about
better body coordination by providing opportunities for
children to express themselves through movement. 2




There is no one classification of movement or a
particular sequence for presenting the fundamental move-
ments. Nor can movement be developed in isolation without
a recognition of the elements of space and rhythm. As
movement is developed it is affected by experiences,
thoughts, and feelings which the children continually have.
Andrews described three basic movement fundamentals.
The first, locomotor movements, are those which
propel the body through space. They are large free move-
ments to which the legs give impetus and move the child from
one place to another. There are five fundamental locomotor
movements: lvalking, leaping, hopping, jumping, and running.
All other locomotor movements, which propel the body
through space (skipping, sliding, dancing, etc.) are varia-
tions or combinations of these.
Secondly, body movements are the nonlocomotor move-
ments of which the body is capable. These emanate from a
fixed base of standing, sitting, or kneeling and are made
l1hile staying in one spot. For example, swinging, bending,
stretching, twisting, pushing, pulling, shaking, or bouncing.
Finally, a combination of movements may be either a
series of locomotor movements, a series of body movements,
or a series of locomotor and body movements combined.
Acauisition of these fundamental skills and the aware-
ne;s of them as tools to ~e used are basic to a program
of creative movement. 'men children have had an oppor-
tunity to explore movement fundamentals and to use these
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in combinations ~lich feel good to them and which they
understand, they have acquired tools (movement) for
expression. 1
TIle ''lay ,in ''111ich children execute movements cllarac-
terizes tIle quality of their movements. For example, move-
ments may be jerky, loose, stiff, smooth, light, or bumpy.
Children look and feel differently when executing a loose
'·lall, than ''Il1.en tl1.ey are doing a jerky lvalk. These movement
qualities help children to express themselves more adequately.
There are several elements which may influence or
affect movement. The first of these are elements in space.
As children explore movement, they become alvare of various
elements in space which are related to the area movement
covers and the direction it takes. Andrews lists the elements
of space which relate to movement. These include: direction
(forward, backward, sideward, and ~round); levels (high or
lOlv); range (small or large); focus (the attention of move-
ments tOla;ard a specific point in space); and floor pattern
(the picture, path, or design on the floor that is made while
moving) •
As children continue to explore movement they also
become a'lv-are of various rl1.ythmic elements. According to
Andrews, these include: tempo (fast or slol~); accent (dif-
ferent beats); rhythmic pattern (pattern of beats); intensity
(loud or soft beats); and phrase (ending and beginning again).
l I1 ·dD~ ., pp. 38-39.
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Additional elements or factors which affect move-
cents grow out of the child's surroundings from things he
can see, touch, or hear. Children may translate these
perceptions into movement, the perceptions may provide the
incentive for movement expression, or they may modify move-
mente ~lovement may be further modified by the child's
feelings or emotions.
Children's thoughts and ideas greatly influence
their movements. Their ever-changing thoughts and ideas
may be consciously translated into movement, may influence
movement, or may serve as the stimulus for movement ex-
pression.
1~len children have had a chance to explore movement,
and l1ave becofJ.e conscious of and begin to use tl1eir
bodies, tl1ey then need to be provided \J/ith innumerable
experiences to help them express the1many feelings,
thoughts, and ideas wl1.ich tlley have. '
Finally, percussion, songs, music, pictures, stories,
and a variety of other experiences adapted from everyday
school happenings provide stimuli for movement. Creative
movement may develop from classroom studies in language
arts, arithmetic, or social studies. Experiences may also
result from holidays, field trips, or everyday living in the
city or the country. By seizing such opportunities for




The special education teacher will find creative
I:10Vement a helpful remedial tool. Godfrey and Kephart
describe a movement therapy program for the exceptional
cl'lild or tIle child \1ith learning probl~ms ''lllere movement
pattern deficiencies have been identified and are related
to school progress. The purpose of such a motor therapy
program is the remediation of movement deficiencies '-lith the
end result of .strengthening learning skills. The program
is directed toward specific psychomotor or perceptual-
motor needs.
11 There are t\10 maj or components of movement educa-
tion: exploration and motor learning. lll Movement explora-
tion infers a developL1ental program in \vhich teaching and
learning methods include problem solving, exploration,
and experimentation. Theoretically, motor exploration
effects motor learning. Motor learning is learning directly
or indirectly involving the muscular or neuromuscular systems
of the body.
I\lotor therapy is important for meeting several educa-
tional purposes. First, it develops understandings of
voluntary movement and the ways an individual may organize
his movements to accomplish a purpose. It also helps to
enrich a childts understanding of socially approved personal
behavior patterns. Next a program can be designed to
lGodfrey and Kephart, Movement Patterns and Motor
~~ucation, p. 24.
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emphasize fine motor as well as gross motor skills. Finally,
Sc11urr states tllat, tr~iovement education can be used to
free children of their fears of failure and rekindle the
excitement of solving their own problems."l Successful
movement experiences can be an important motivational fac-
tor. liThe 'child must develop a positive and realistic
attitude tOlvard his capabilities, limitations, and poten-
tialities in physical activities. n2
Swnmary
In this chapter the researcher presented the
developmental and educational values of creative movement
and its application tOlvard meeting the special needs of the
child l41ith learning disabilities. Implications of the
separate components--creativity and movement--were discussed.
lEvelyn L. Schurr, Movement Experiences for Children
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1967), p. 26.
2Ibid., p. 24.
CHAPTER III
TIlE CREATIVE MOVEMENT PROGRPJiI
Requirements and Procedures
"Creative movement can be easily integrated into
the classroom, no matter how restrictive that curriculum
might seem. lll There are several basic requirements and pro-
cedures for the regular or exceptional education teacher
to follow \vhen implementing a creative movement program in
tIle class roonl.
Creative movement is a group experience in which
every child is guided to express hiDself as he participates
with others in creating improvised movement. There is no
formal audience. Sil"s listed four requirements for a
creative movement activity: a group of children; a space
big enough for tIle activity; a qualified leader; and, an idea
from which to create.
For the regular classroom teacher, a manageable number
of children could be a problem, because the most effec-
tive group size to work with ~s from seven to ten; how-
ever, many interesting activities can be conducted with
lHo'\vard Ravis, liThe Acting Up You Love To See, II
Teacl1er (September 1972): 50.
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t":en-cy-five or thirty children, and a class of chil-
dren can work in several groups simultaneously.l
The special educator will usually have a smaller number of
cllildren to \~orh: \'IitIl. Other important factors to consider
\'lhen deterLlining group size are the group and individual
needs of the students.
There needs to be a space large enough for freedom
of movement. The children must be able to move around the
area without interferring with the movement of other chil-
dren. The area used should be open and uncluttered.
Carter suggested tl1.at, \vllen appropriate, \'1orl<:ing outdoors
could prove effective.
Siks discussed several characteristics of a good
creative leader. First of all, he needs a warm, friendly
attitude toward children. The leader must strive to recog-
nize each child's individuality, and must make an effort
to determine the specific needs and interests of every
child. A good leader uses imagination. He finds ways to
awaken the creative spirit in others.
Resourcefulness is another important leadership
quality. The, creative movement leader must make the best
possible use of spac,e. I-Ie must be able to use a child J s
idea and e},pand it lv-nile leading tI1.e group. He must find
ways to reach individual children and be able to meet un-
expected situations.
IToni Carter, "Creative Dramatics for LD Children,1l
Acade~ic Therapy 9 (S~~cr 1974):415.
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In order to fire children l s creative spirits, a
leader must be enthusiastic. He is confident, energetic,
and prepared. At the same time, he uses care in feeding
children only enough ideas to spark their imaginations.
Another leadership quality listed by Siks was termed
I1greatness n • This is the ability to arouse individual ideas
and feelings; being alert to significant moments \vhich may
tap creativity. The leader of creative movement must rea-
lize that his influence on children is strong.
Finally, a good leader is able to evaluate an
experience objectively and to use the knowledge gained from
it to improve future creative movement experiences.
The fourth basic requirement for creative movement
is an idea from which to create. This may come from a
story, verse, or life experience. It may be from a picture
or from the children themselves. No technical aids (scenery,
costumes, make-up, etc.) are used. Occasionally a property
or lighting effect may be used to motivate or to heighten
a mood.
To begin discussing the procedures for establishing
a creative movement program, it must be remembered that the
main goal of creative movement is for enjoyable creative
experiences that foster children's growth and development.
Specific goals must be set--both long range and immediate.
These must be determined according to the group and/or
individual needs. Initially, the teacher should consider
tl1.e group he will be worl<ing l-lith: number of boys and girls;
total number of children; ages, group temperment; and, the
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situation in lv-hiel1. meeting them (time of day, location).
Analysis of individual needs should include: motor skills;
social needs,; attention span; previous creative movement
experiences; and, individual interests.
TIle teacher must be prepared and organized. 'Llhen
planning a creative movelnent activity, determine the length
of time to be used. Kokaska recommended that forty-five to
sixty minutes be spent on a lesson. ROliever, the teacher
may choose to start with shorter lessons and gradually ex-
tend them. In her discussion of creative movement with the
learning-disabled child, Carter suggested that for maximum
benefits, lessons be thirty to forty-five minutes long.
"Generally, a lesson should consist of a prelude,
exercise, and summation. III The introduction may be presented
through a story, picture, film, record, etc. Its purpose
is to recall information, stimulate imagination, and set the
tone for activity. The exercise then incorporates one or
more ,activities into action. Most exercises should be
open-ended in that additions or changes can be made to suit
the needs of the group. The experience should be free
enough to allow for self-initiated variations. At the end
of the activity the teacher closes the experience on a
positive, happy note describing and praising actions that
were used and discovered.•
IKokaska, Creative Movement for Special E~cation, p.
8.
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The teacller must set a creative climate that will
gain attention and stimulate interest; one that will arouse
thinking, feeling, and a desire for expression. Siks sugges-
ted t11at tIle pl1.ysical environment be planned to foster
social and creative growth. The seating arrangement should
allow the children to see each others t faces. A circle or
U-shaped seating pattern could be used. Ravis recommended
that the atmosphere be changed in some way, such as shuting
off tile ligl1tS, starting background music, or doing a short
warm-up exercise.
To plan motivation, the teacher "uses the very ways
children use to motivate themselves into high spirits of
thinking and feeling_"l First of all, sensory stimulation
could be used. A child becomes attentive to something that
he sees, hears, tastes, touches, or smells. People can be
a source of motiva,tion. A guest may be brought in, or
children can be given the opportunity to pantomime others.
Recreational events, personal happenings, or ~ediate
individual experiences are motivating. Ideas are stimu-
lating. Initially, these may be in the form of a riddle,
puzzle, or code. The leader uses enthusiasm to motivate.
Also, he must be alert to children's moods. By recognizing
a strong mood, he can channel it into active expression.
ISiks, Creative Dramatics: An Art for Children, p_
195.
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The next step in the planning process is the
selection of material. Carter stated, "In the beginning,
the most important aspect of planning is that the activity
b 1 t · 1 1e A{ep S:Lnlp e." The materials should be chosen with
children's ages and levels of experience in mind. Simple
things and ideas stimulate children's imaginations. It
is inlporta'nt that the idea holds the interest of the group.
Listen to children to help find ideas that interest them.
Another important principle in selecting material is focus.
Material should be clearly focused toward specific goals--
group goals, creative movement goals, and individual goals.
Finall~ material should be chosen that will assure success.
The children need to feel good about themselves and con-
fident in their ability to create.
The role of the teacher in creative movement activities
follows several guidelines. The teacherts first responsi-
bility is to get the children started. 'Build the mood
quickly and present a plan of action. Once the children are
involved in the activity the teacher must guide them through
it. Focus the children's thinking on one idea; indirectly
guide them to maintain the theme for continuity. "~en
dialogue is called for, play along with the children, if
necessary, to draw out appropriate remarks. A new creative
purpose should be introduced whenever tIle leader feels a new
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~otivation is needed to spur children to further expres-
sion. Young children tire quickly and need frequent changes
of ideas and pace.
Children need discipline. 'Vhen they get together
for a creative movement exercise, there may be some
children who find it difficult to adjust. They may interrupt,
talk loudly, bother others, or be motivated by the freedom
of space. It is the teacher's responsibility to channel
children's energies, excitement, and ideas in ways that will
be beneficial to themselves ~nd to the group, and to pre-
vent an at~osphere of confusion. Rules must be established
and enforced. Kokaska suggested three standards for control.
First, a signal for attention is needed. This may be a bell,
drumbeat, etc., that, when sounded, means to stop, look,
and listen. Next, children should move in their own space
even if they ttcarry" it ''lith them around the room. They
may not disturb another child's space. Third, any child
who interfers with the movement of others should be told
to sit dO\ffi for a certain period of time.
There may be some children in the group with
special needs. A good leader is aware of these children.
If a child is shy or does not want to get involved, do not
insist 01'" force him. "Some children just won't. The worst
thing you can do is force them to join in. 1I1 Siks
lRavis, tiThe Acting Up You Love to See,1I p. 51.
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reco~~ends encouraging the shy child to watch the others.
A child need not participate inwediately, but he should
al\vays be asl<:ed to join the group later on. Involving
children in small groups or with a pa~tner also encourages
shy children to participate.
The child ''lith aggressive behavior patterns must
realize the need for taking turns and following rules. The
teacher may need to help him control his behavior and
discipline his thinking. He needs praise for appropriate
responsesj every child wants to hear that he has contri-
buted something worthwhile.
TIle young child or exceptional child may imitate
others during the first lessons of creative movement. They
need reassurance from the teacher to Udo it your own way."
Experimentation by themselves should be encouraged. 'Vhen
necessary, the teacher should attempt to motivate their
thicl<ing with a suggestion or question.
It is important that the teacher praises and draws
praise. He is in a position to focus attention toward the
child who is creating movement appropriate to the idea.
He should look r something specific in each participant
that can be praised honestly. The teacher must be careful
to avoid criticizing a child's movements as he may curb
the child's creative expression. If a child is having
difficulty with a certain form of movement, a suggestion
should be made for an alternative method of action.
TIle final procedures or guidelines for a creative
movement program are related to evaluation. The leader may
choose to hold a group discussion following the activity.
The leader guides the children to evaluate their use of
space, conflicts, individual movements or ideas, and ways
in which expression could be strengthened.
The teacher will also need a means of evaluating
individual students in the creative movement program.
Kokaska suggested consideration of the child in terms of:
the time he devotes to the creative movement activity; the
number of alternative suggestions he provides; the amount
of imitation verses creativity he displays; the verbal
reflections he provides, and the amount of independence
he displays in a lesson. This information should be
charted or recorded for an objective evaluation.
Forms of Creative I\fovement
1!lhen creative movement is considered an integral
part of the school progr~l, it can be used as an aid to
learning, to develop interests, and to stimulate and
express ideas. The wider and richer the school program,
the greater are the possibilities:for utilizing creative
movement to provide meaningful experiences for children.
Before introducing creative movement in the classroom,
the teacher should familiarize himself with the four forms
of creative movement. Siks describes these, as well as
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presented a sequence of activities related to each form,
including those involving the simplest movements to those
requiring more complex skills.
'fuen working with young children or children who
lack experience in creativc~ movement, Carter advised the
teacher to begin by using only simple rhythmic movement
activities. Rl1ythmic movement is an inclusive term ,vhich
refers to spatial movement and body movement. Activities
may involve the whole body or only parts of it; gross or
fine motor movements may be required. According to Siks,
a child
• • • expresses thoughts and feelings '\vhen he runs,
jwnps, leaps, hops, rolls, dances, and moves in many
different rhythmic patterns. He may move upward, down-
ward, or outward in space. He may move forward, back-
ward or around. If he is angry, happy, fearful, or sad
he may e::."'ess \vith intense movement of his ,.;hole body.
At other ~imes and in different moods, he may express
only with his head, his shoulders, his trunk, his arms,
legs, :feet, or fingers. Because rhythmic movement is
a child's natural way of expression, it becomes a 1
11.atural 'vay to introduce children to creative movement.
A hierarchy of rhythmic movements \~ould range from locomotor
movements or body movements to combination movements. These
'vere described in Chapter II. }Iovement to music requires
still more refined skills.
It is important that a child l s motor abilities are
considered before planning rhythmic movement exercises; they
should be geared to his level. This form of creative move-
lSiks, Creative Dramatics: An Art for Children,
p. 153.
ment can be of benefit to the teacher of children with
learning disabilities. Activities can be planned to
develop specific perceptual and motor skills at any level.
Hopping like a bunny, rolling like jelly, or moving like
the arms of a clocl, add an element of fun as well. Rhythmic
activities should be kept sLmple; present only one idea at
a time. Material should be chosen with ages and levels of
e..""perience in r.Jind. F,or example, young children enjoy
11ousehold activities SUCll as shoveling snow, or planting'
a garden, or moving like familiar animals. Older children
"rill respond better to movements of circus performers,
robots, or dancers.
The second form of creative movement is pantomime.
Pantomime is an extension of rhythnlic movement in '\'lhich
thought and feeling a~e communicated entirely through action.
Pantomime refers to both body and spatial movements, or it
may include finer rhythmic movements expressed with the
a~ns and fingers. Examples of simple pantomime activities
include: eating at a picnic; a parade of animals; finger
plays; or guessing games. Older or more experienced chil-
dre11 \iill be able to highlight other classroom studies
when presented with situations involving pantomime of
spacemen, pioneers, or dinosaurs.
Characterization is a more advanced form of creative
movenlen't compared to rhythmic I:l0Vement and pantomime. It
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should Il0t be introduced until a sound base of activities
related to tIle preceding forms of creative movement 11ave
been established.
In this third form of creative ~ovement children
are n10tiv,qted to assume the roles of various cll.aracters.
Dialogue lllay or may not be used. Characterizations should
be well defined and should appeal to the child. Age levels
of the participants must be considered in order to choose
cl1aracters that \vill hold tl-"leir interest. It is usually.
better to choose roles far removed from the child in age
and characteristics. For example, children of all ages
enjoy being animals. They delight in pushing past
boundaries of time and space and creating people \vho are
older than they are. Or, children may show noticeable
interest in fantasy characters of fara,.,ay lands. Give the
children opportunities to become both good and evil
characters.
The fourth form of creative movement is dramatic
play. Definition of this form will overlap to some degree
,-lith the otller Jcl'1ree forms of creative movement. Siks
described dramatic playas:
• • • a cl1ild t s natural '-lay of playing, of dramatizing
and pretending. Dramatic play is a child's way of enter-
ing into experiences that interest him. • •• It refers
to creative playing centering around an idea, a situation,
a person, place, or thing. It generally utilizes the
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dr~~ntic elements of characterizations, action, and
dialogue. It seldom has a plot. It unfolds spontan-
eously.1
Little children frequently play at pretending to be a
doctor, fly an airplane, have a tea party, care for a baby,
or sell groceries in a store. Older children often enjoy
pretending to be cowboys, queens, beauty operators, teachers,
or to dramatize exciting events such as a rodeo, boat race,
or a battle scene.
Although costumes, sc~nery, or prepared dialogue
are not used in creative movement, there are several items
a teacher should have on hand to help capture attention,
motivate, or set a mood. Books, pictures, displays, or
records provide a wide assortment of ideas for both the
teacher and students. Hat~, jewelry, scraps of material,
and rhyt~~ instrwnents may be used to accompany movement.
A mystery box, colored light bulb, or background music
change the classroom atmosphere to set a ne,v mood.
The teacher of creative movement should have at
his disposal a variety of ideas for activities 'vhich are
appropriate to the age and ability levels of his students.
The researcher reco~~ends Siks and Andrews as two sources.
These authors presented activities for each of the four
forn~ of creative movement within age groupings. The teacher
of the exceptional child will find this same material
l_~ -d
LD~ ., p. 106.
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udaptablc to'vard meeting his program needs. IIo,,.,ever, all
cl1ildren must be given material 'vhicll interests them as
"lell as assures success.
SwnnlC'\ry
In this chapter the researcher discussed the basic
requirements for a creative movement activity and listed
the necessary procedures for implementing a creative move-
ment program in the classroom curriculum. The four forms
of creative movement were described. These included:
rl1.ythmic movement; pantomime; cllaracterization; and,
dramatic play. Ex~~ples of the types of activities related
to each were given.
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